CHIEF MATES ORALS

Capt. Irwin De Graft

10TH DECEMBER 2019

THE EXAMINATION COMMENCED WITH USUAL TALK ABOUT PRESENT COMPANY AND SHIP WORKING ON, ORAL TIME 1 AND HALF HRS, PUT IN CAPE SIZE BULK CARRIER AUSTRALIAN REGISTERED SHIP, ALL REQ AND RULES AS PER AUSTRALIAN FLAG

1. WHAT CERTIFICATE YOU WILL CARRY WHEN YOU ARE JOINING
2. ABOUT SEA, MLC, DML1 ANDE DML2, M.O 11
3. WHAT IS NAV ACT, WHAT COMES UNDER THE ACT, WHAT IS MARINE ORDER, MARINE NOTICE
4. HOW WILL YOU TAKE OVER FROM CH OFF WHAT ALL DOC AND CHECKS ON DECK AND BRIDGE
5. ESP, PREPARATION FOR ESP
6. OSHMI ACT, CHOFF HANDS OVER AND SAYS ONE EQUIPMENT ON DECK HAS PIN ON IT, HOW YOU WILL GO ABOUT?
7. LOAD LINE SURVEY, PREPARATION AND CHECKS BEFORE SURVEY, HOW YOU WIL CHECK VENTS, TELL ME SOME THING ABOUT VENTS AND WHAT YOU WILL CHECK AND HOW YOU WILL CHECKS ALL PACKINGS OF IT
8. WHO IS CLASSIFICATION SOCIETY, WHAT ALL CERTIFICATES GIVEN BY CLASS
9. PORT STATE COMES ON BOARD SEE A CONDITION OF CLASS ON OILY WATER SEPRATER WHAT IS IT?
10. CADET COMES ASK ABOUT LOOK OUT, PASSAGE PLAN, TAKING OVER WATCH
11. PILOT ON BRIDGE WHAT ALL YOU DO, AS PER BRM
12. LOADING IRON ORE WHAT YOU WILL LOOK FOR AND HOW YOU WILL PREPARE
13. PUTS YOU IN A CONTAINER VESSEL, WHAT ALL DOC PRIOR LOADING, CHECKS, REPOTS AND WHAT ALL INFORMATION NEEDED TO LOAD A IMDG CARGO
14. TELL ME ABOUT IMSBC, BLUE. WHAT IS A, B, AND C TYPE CARGO
15. WHAT IS TML WHAT ALL YOU WILL LOOK FORE IF YOU R LOADING COAL THAN DISCHARGED IT THAN LOAD IRON ORE WHAT YOU WILL CHECK AND HOW YOU WILL GO ABOUT IT
16. TELL ME ABOUT MATERIAL HANDELING REGISTER WHAT M.O, M.O 32
17. WHAT CHECKS YOU WILL DO IN 6 MONTH 12 MONTHS, 5YEARLY
18 WHAT CHECKS YOU WILL DO ANNUALY AND 5YEARLY AND IS IT SAME
19. NOW YOU ARE LOADING TIMBER ON YOUR DECK WHAT CHECKS HOW YOU LOAD AND TIMBER CODE WHAT YOU WILL LOOK FOR, IF YOU HAVE ONLY HAVE TWO LOGS ON DECK WILL YOU LOAD

20. WHAT TIMBER CODE SAYS ABOUT LOADING AND PRICAOUTION WHAT YOU WILL SEE IN CARGO SECURING MANUEL

21. WITH TIMBER VESSEL SAILING SOME WERE IN NORTH ATLANTIC FINDS THE VESSEL ROLLING SLOWLY, WHAT IS IT WHAT HAPPENED

22. THERE IS ACADET LESS THAN 18 HOW YOU WILL TRAIN HIM AND GIVE HIM REST WHICH MARINE ORDER? M.O11

23. HE WANTS TO COME WITH YOU IN CONFINED SPACE WILL YOU TAKE HIM

24. WHAT ALL PUBLICATION YOU WILL SHOW HIM FOR PASSAGE PLANNING, POSITION FIXING METHODS, HOW YOU WILL SHOW THE CADET TO DO COMPASS ERROR.

26. SHOWED ME ROUTING CHART AND TOLD YOU R LOADING IN THIS ISLAND SOME WHERE IN INDONASIA INSIDE THE RIVER, HOW YOU WILL LOAD YOU HAVE GO TO CHINA, HOW YOU WILL LOAD HOW MUCH YOU WILL LOAD, WHAT ALL YOU NEEDED TO LOAD WHAT R THE LOAD LINE ZONES

26. DRAW LOAD LINE STBD

27. IF YOU HAVE TIMBER DECK CARGO YOU HAVE ANGLE OF LOLL, WHICH SIDE YOU WILL JETTISEN AND WHY, WHY NOT THE OTHER SIDE

28. WHAT MAKES THE ANGLE OF LOL AND HOW YOU CAN GET THE G DOWN

29. FREE SURFACE EFECT ON TWO TAKS WHICH HAS SALT WATER AND OTHER WITH OIL WHICH WILL HAVE MORE EFFECT

30. FORMULA DOCK WATER

31. WORKING OF FIRE MAIN ISOLATION VALVE

32. SBA CHECKS

33. LIFE BOAT DRILL HOW YOU WILL BRIEF YOUR CREW

34. ON LOAD, OFF LOAD SYSTEM

35. WATER MIST SYSTEM AND OPERATION

36. TELL ME ABOUT SART, AIS, RADAR PROS AND CONS, AND TELL ME ABOUT IMSAR MANUEL 3

37. VESSEL GOING THROUGH SALLOW WATER WHAT HAPPENED, NOW SHE GOES AND AGROUND, WHATS YOUR ACTION

37. FIND LEAK BOUSEN SAYS OIL SEEN IN WATER WHAT IS YOUR ACTION

37. NOW IN VLCC UR GOING TO DRY DOCK WHAT ALL PREPARATION AND DOC BEFORE GOING TO DRY DOCK, WHAT IS SHELL EXPANSION PLAN AND CONTAINS IN DOCKING PLAN, WHATS THE P HEAR ABOUT IG AND COW AND FLAMMABLE DIGRAM, WHAT IS P, HOW YOU CALCULATE P AND LOSS OF GM
38. ENGINEERS INFORM IG IS NOT WORKING WILL YOU DO COW, **NO**

39. TELL ME ABOUT MARPOL WHICH M.O. ANNEX 2 WHAT IS IN IT XYZ HOW YOU WILL DO TANK CLEANING FOR IT AND WHAT ALL DOC YOU NEED IN CHEMICAL TANKER

40. LOADING AND HIGH DENSITY CARGO WHAT ALL HAZARDS IN IT WHAT YOU LOOK FOR, WHAT TO KNOW ABOUT TANK TOP CAPACITY, CAPACITY PLAN,

41. TAKES AN IRELAND CHART ASK IF YOU CAN USE IT

42. SHOWED ALL CARDINAL BOUYS COLOUR, LIGHT RHYTHM

44. USE OF LEAD LIGHTS, SECTOR LIGHT, POINTED ON A SECTOR LIGHT AND ASKED IF YOU CAN SEE, WHAT KNOW ABOUT NOMINAL RAGE, LUMINOUS RANGE?

46. NUC, RAM. CBD SHAPES LIGHT FOG SIGNAL,

47. TRAWLER AT RIGHT AHEAD AND YOU R POWER DRIVEN VESSEL AND HAS A ISOLATION MARK ON STBD SIDE AND ALSO SHOAL, ACTION

48. ON FISHING VESSEL RAM RIGHT AHEAD OF YOU, WHO IS WHAT

49. R. V, VSL ON STBD BOW, PORT BOW, ON E ON STBD QUARTER SLOW SPEED WHAT IS YOUR ACTION

50. SAILING VESSEL PORT SIDE ACTION

51. FOG SIGNALAND LIGHTS AGROUND VSL LESS THAN 100 MORE THAN HUNDRED

52. RANGE OF TOWING LIGHT ARC OF VISIBILITY

53. WHAT ALL LIGHTS YOU CAN SEE WHEN YOU SEE A TOWING VSL FROM STERN

54. KEPT ONE LATERAL STBD HAND MARK, UR IN US WATERS WHAT IS DIFFERENT , IS IT REGION A OR B MARK

55. ALL BOUYS WITH LIGHTS AND RYTHM ON CARD

56. TUG AND TOW ON YOUR PORT YOUR VESSEL GOING TO HIT THE BARGE END WHAT IS YOUR ACTION

57. NOW YOU R NUC AND POWER DRIVEN ON YOUR STBD SIDE

58. FOG SIGNAL VESSEL AT ANCHOER MORE THAN 100 AND LESS 100

59. SAILING VESSEL UNDER POWER ON PORT SIDE YOUR ACTION

60. LIGHTS OF TUG MORE 50 AND TOW MORE THAN 200

THAN HE LOOKED AT ME AND SMILED SAID YOU R PASS AND SIGNED THE PAPERS

THANKS TO ALL THE FACALITY MEMBERS OF COLLAGE AND STAFF AND SPECIAL THANKS FOR LIBRARY STAFF.

PUT IN YOUR HARD WORK, DO YOU’RE BEST, DO REVISION KNOW YOUR STUFF AND IN UNCERTAINTY BETTER FIND OUT DON’T LEAVE IN DOUBT

**WISH YOU ALL GOOD LUCK**